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Abstract

Comparisons of TIROS I pictures and simultaneous ground
observations or aerial photography of clouds have been made to
prepare guides to cloud interpretation from satellite pictures.
These are based on the form, pattern, texture, structure, bright-
ness, and dimensions of the patterns and shapes of the images.
Factors affecting cloud brightness and the problems of measuring
brightness are briefly discussed. The guides provide clues for
determining the cloud amount, cloud genera, and mesoscale cloud
and ground patterns. Representative pictures accompany the guides.
The significance of some of the mesoscale patterns is discussed and
suggestions are made for the use of routine cloud reflectivity
contouring.

A selection of TIROS pictures from which the guides were pre-
pared, rectifications, and abbreviated synoptic maps for background
information are shown and discussed in an Appendix. Appropriate
surface reports have been added to the pictures and, in some cases,
accompanying aerial photographs from a U-2 aircraft are included.
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Cloud Interpretation From Satellite Altitudes

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past each increase in altitude of a cloud camera has required some

adjustment of our criteria for cloud identification. This was climaxed two years

ago with the missile nosecone pictures that were taken from altitudes as high as

1350 km. These pictures immediately raised the questions: "What are we looking

at? What do the patterns signify? Are the clouds low, middle, or high? How

thick are they? Are they stratiform, cumuliform?" etc. With these questions in

mind, studies aimed at answers to these and similar questions were commenced in

the Spring of 1960, immediately after the launch of TIROS I.

The present study is far from complete, not only because of the great variety

of clouds and their patterns, but also because recent satellites have yielded pictures

of improved quality, thus modifying the parameters used in interpretating the early

pictures. However, in view of the large and increasing number of meteorologists

and other scientists using the satellite cloud pictures, a decision was made to pub-

lish the material which classifies and describes the basic clouds and their patterns.

Subsequent refinements of the classification and interpretation techniques are

planned for later publications.

2. METHOD

The.first and obvious step in interpreting the pictures is to make direct com-

parisons between the satellite pictures and the known sky conditions. The problems

of picture location, orientation, and rectification will not be discussed here since

solutions to these problems are given by Glaser.8 The sky conditions were deduced

from the usual ground observations, pilot reports, radar reports, and aerial photo-

reconnaissance (U-2 aircraft) which had been specially programmed to coincide with

the satellite pictures.

The aerial photography permitted stereo-determinations of cloud-top altitudes,

thus giving their thickness in some cases, as well as cloud and ground pattern details.

Synoptic maps at numerous levels were prepared to provide the background conditions

under which the clouds were found. Generally a series of pictures from a single

orbit was selected for analysis and a detailed hand rectification was prepared to tie

the overall pattern to the synoptic conditions.

Author's manuscript approved for publication 6 March 1962
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Nearly all of the work was done with TIROS I pictures because they were the

first available and also were coincident with the special aerial photography.

Not long after the studies started, it became increasingly evident that interpre-

tation of the form or genera was intimately associated with the pattern and that the

two combined portrayed the complete. physical processes taking place. This led to

the inclusion in the study of the interpretation of the small-scale patterns as well as

the mere identification of clouds.

As the studies began to yield results, it also became clear that a problem existed

as to how best to summarize the methods of interpretation. It was finally decided to

summarize the information centered around a guide or set of photographic keys laid

out in organizational chart form, with supplemental information contained in text.

Since an interest is frequently expressed in the original pictures, rectifications,

and maps that were used in compiling the keys, an appendix has been added which

includes a selection of this material. Originally the data were entered on acetate

overlays, permitting an unrestricted view of the picture during study. For this report

the data are printed directly on the photograph which creates some confusion in view-

ing; nevertheless, these pictures should be helpful to the photo interpreter. The rec-

tifications schematically depict the clouds as seen by a satellite over a wide area, and

maps show the general synoptic situation at that time. Also shown are aerial photo-

graphs of clouds and ground patterns that were made within a few hours of the satel-

lite pictures. Ground reports have been superimposed on the pictures where possible.

3. THE PICTURES

Since the satellite does not carry a grey scale, or an object of known brightness

in view of the camera, quantitative brightness determinations are impossible. On the

ground, the sensitometric parameters can be controlled electronically by the read-

out station and by photographic processes. However changes of output with time in

response to brightness at the satellite are not known quantitatively. Proof that they

occur are obvious from the pictures. These difficulties now restrict the brightness

parameter to several subjective levels.

More recent satellites have expanded scales of brightness, thus imparting greater

"crispness" to the pictures. However this does not preclude the application of the

findings of this study to other satellites in the TIROS series as well as the NIMBUS

satellite.

The pictures were viewed after they were enlarged to an overall size of about

16 cm by 16 cm, or to the standard focus sheet size used with overlay grids. This

size picture from the wide-angle camera has a scale ranging from 1:6, 000, 000 to

1:20, 000, 000 (depending on the degree of obliqueness) and resolutions of about 5 km.
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The same size picture from the narrow-angle camera has about nine times the

scale and a resolution of 1 km.

Most individual clouds in the pictures cannot be seen because of the small scale,

and therefore cannot be identified as they are when seen from the ground. In their

place, groups or clusters of individual clouds are seen.

The degree of obliqueness in viewing clouds is important, just as it is from the

ground. The clouds appear more diffuse and continuous as the angle from the nadir

increases; this is especially noticeable at angles above 450.

4. PICTURE INTERPRETATION

The object of this study is to interpret clouds, but problems arising from

ground patterns exist. These will be discussed briefly, but the ground pattern

and its effect should be kept in mind during all cloud interpretations over land.

Confusing patterns are most likely over arid regions broken by relatively rough

topography. These areas are characterized by light tones corresponding to salt flats

or sand, and darker tones from vegetation, soil, or rpck. Vegetation in these areas

is most likely on mountain ridges or valley bottoms, especially if large areas are

irrigated. Examples of this pattern over the Great Basin of the United States, as

photographed by Cameras 2 and 1, are shown in Figs. la and b. Since most photo

interpreters prefer an estimate of the illumination or solar elevation at the time of

the picture, the solar elevation angle at a point near the center of these and subse-

quent pictures is denoted by "h." The pattern in the large clear area of Fig. la

resembles a cirrus overcast, and in the area of greater "lumpiness" an interpreta-

tion of small cumulus or stratocumulus, possibly arranged over mountains, would

be valid if the ground patterns were not known. The desert pattern in Fig. lb also

resembles cirrus, except at " 1" dark lines are faintly visible within grey tones.

These correspond to river channels which run through alluvial deposits of high re-

flectance. This is unlike cloud patterns. Sandy deserts, such as the Sahara, show

less contrast and they may appear white, or even brighter than the average cloud.

The interpreter must become familiar with patterns of this type and their location

over the globe.

Snow cover has about the same reflectivity as cloud. Boundaries of clouds over

snow are generally impossible to delineate. In the narrow-angle pictures, snow

cover in a forest appears grey while snow-covered lakes and rivers are very white.

This is illustrated in Fig. 2a; the large lake is Lake Champlain between the states

of New York and Vermont. If the clouds are thin and diffuse, snow-covered lake

and river patterns can be seen through the clouds; this is shown in Fig. 2b, also a

narrow-angle picture. When snow falls or remains on higher elevations while the
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FIG. 1. Ground pattern over the partially desert area of the Great Basin,
western United States.

(A) TIROS III, Camera 2, 18 July 1961, h=510.
(1) Cloudless area inside envelope
(2) Mojave desert
(3) Sierra Nevada Range, forested
(4) San Joaquin Valley
(5) Wasatch Range, forested
(6) Great Salt Lake

(B) TIROS I, Camera 1, 19 May 1960, h=580 . A small amount of cirrus
was reported in the area shown in the upper right.

(1) Rivers

4

2
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FIG. 2. Snow cover in a forested area broken by ice and snow-covered lakes
and rivers. (A) Cloudless sky, TIROS II, Camera 1, 22 March 1961, h=440

(B) Thin overcast sky, TIROS II, Camera 1, 22 March 1961, h=43 0 .

FIG. 3. Snow cover on the higher elevations of the Himalaya Range.
TIROS I, Camera 2, 9 May 1960, h=22 0 .
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valleys remain snow-free, a dendritic pattern corresponding to a contour of ele-

vation is seen, as in Fig. 3, and the valleys can be identified. Other examples of

ground patterns are shown in the Appendix.

Obviously, if the automatic processing of pictures that include land is planned,

it will be frequently necessary to remove the ground pattern preferably as part of

the automatic process.

In viewing the pictures an area of interpretation must arbitrarily be assigned

simply because many different cloud types and patterns are found over the large

areas covered by a single picture. These areas have been set to have a diameter

of 15 mm, corresponding to 90 km at 00 nadir, for pictures from Camera 2; and

26 mm diameter, corresponding to 20 km at 00 nadir, for pictures from Camera 1.

When learning to interpret, it is convenient to view the picture through round holes

of these sizes cut in a lightweight card. It is often necessary, however, to view the

surrounding area to determine the cloud pattern. Interpretation of details in areas

where the nadir angle exceeds 450 should not be attempted because of the difficulties

already mentioned.

In developing the guides for interpretation, the image was viewed in respect to

the following characteristics: (a) form-that is, round, curved, elliptical;

(b) pattern-that is, banded or randomly spaced; (c) texture-that is, smooth vs

fibrous; (d) brightness; (e) structure, which is sometimes detectable from shadowed

cloud sides when the sun is low; and (f) the dimensions of the patterns and forms.

These characteristics can be determined reasonably well, with the exception of the

brightness.

Since the degree of brightness of the cloud image is very important for proper

interpretation, factors affecting this parameter must be noted. The brightness of a

cloud as seen from space depends on its illumination, its angular position in relation

to the camera and the sun, and its reflectivity.

The illumination on a horizontal surface near sea level under conditions of a

cloudless sky, low water-vapor and dust content, according to Jones and Condit, 11

increases by a factor of four as the sun rises from an elevation angle of 200 to 900

and a factor of two between 350 and 900.

The position of the cloud is most critical when it lies on the vertical plane inter-

secting the sun and camera and where the angle of incident sunlight is approximately

equal to the angle of reflected light. This diffuse area of increased reflection is rela-

tively large, being visible to the eye up to angles of 100 to 200 from its center.

Determination of its shape and intensity in relation to the sun' s elevation, and quite

probably cloud-top roughness, await study.

The reflectivity of clouds is related to their thickness, droplet size distribution,

liquid-water content, solar elevation, and probably the character of their upper

surfaces. It varies directly as the thickness and liquid-water content and inversely

with the drop size. Hewson10 has computed theoretical albedo for clouds of varying
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thickness, liquid-water content, and drop size. His curves for clouds of 5

droplets and liquid-water content of 1 gm m3 or more show that the albedo in-

creases rapidly with cloud thickness to about 200 m; above this thickness, the in-

crease is small. When the liquid-water content is decreased to 0. 1 gm m3
while the drop size remains the same, the albedo increases less rapidly with cloud

thickness, and an increase of 2 percent is still found between 3000 and 4000 m.

For larger droplets, the albedo is more sensitive to cloud thickness at all liquid-

water content values. Thus, the albedo is most responsive to cloud thickness for

clouds of large droplets and low water content and least responsive to clouds of

small droplets and high water content. Fritz made similar computations and in-

cluded the effect of solar elevation. The combination of increasing albedo and de-

creasing illumination with lower solar elevations tends to reduce the variation in

brightness as the solar elevation changes. Under certain conditions of solar posi-

tion in relation to the camera and sloping cloud surfaces, such as the sides of swell-

ing cumulus or cumulonimbus, variations in reflectivity will occur. However most

of these variations take place over short distances and therefore are not resolved in

the TIROS system.

In view of the above factors affecting brightness, one would expect to see a great

variety of brightness changes that are impossible to interpret in terms of cloud

characteristics. However numerous comparisons have shown that the situation is

not so bad; in fact, increases of brightness are generally associated with increases

in total cloud thickness, especially in cyclonic cloud systems, and it appears that a

fair guess can be made as to whether precipitation is occurring or not, depending

upon the brightness. Reports show that patterns of white on grey often correspond

to widely-spaced undulations in the cloud tops; the whiter bands correspond to the

area of thicker cloud. At other times this pattern may represent build-ups of low

clouds below a translucent overcast. Stratus or stratocumulus layers which generally

have high albedo, as determined by aircraft carrying narrow-angle sensors, often

appear grey. This may be because the layer is not homogeneous over the areas

resolved by the camera and translucent portions are integrated with opaque portions

to yield a cloud that appears mottled or grey. For the same reason, the estimation

of precipitating areas from the cloud brightness within a cyclone apparently is re-

lated to the fact that precipitating and adjacent areas are covered with solid clouds;

while outside these areas, bright clouds may be common but they are interspersed

with thin clouds or thin areas. This produces an integrated picture of gradually

increasing brightness from the edges of the cloud system to the precipitating area.

Comparisons also show that water clouds always appear brighter than ice clouds

of the same thickness under similar conditions of illumination. Most cirrus and

cirrostratus without underlying cloud are translucent; and, when reported as "scattered"

by ground observers, they are invisible to the satellite except under conditions of

strong illumination and dark background. These clouds alone probably never exceed

the brightness level of grey.
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5. GUIDES TO CLOUD INTERPRETATION

The guides are constructed on the organization-chart principle and they are

basically the same for pictures from either camera. In most cases the guide applies

to one cloud type or layer. Illustrations of combined cloud layers are presented in

the Appendix.

In laying out the guides an attempt has been made to form cloud groups when-

ever feasible, according to physical processes, even though they are not all clearly

understood, in preference to divisions into the ten international cloud genera.

Although the prime division in the guides lies in the appearance of clouds that are

"cumuliform" or "not cumuliform" (a basic conception), its application to the wide-

angle pictures is troublesome. This is because many truly cumuliform clouds appear

diffuse and not cumuliform, due to the low resolution of the camera. When the scale

is increased to that of the Camera 1 picture, this problem becomes minor and inter-

pretations become more accurate.

To use the guides shown in Figs. 4 and 5 the interpreter must make two or three

successive decisions about the form, pattern, and texture of the clouds. Sketches

are provided to help make these decisions. After the last decision, a table of image

sizes or spaces between images vs image brightness is consulted to obtain the final

answer. Brightness is expressed in four subjective levels of dark grey, grey, white,

and very white. Obviously, at this point, the scale of the picture must be known, for

the less experienced this should have been known earlier in order to remove the dis-

tortion of an oblique photograph, thus permitting proper determination of the pattern

and form.

Many of the boxes within the guides contain a number (or numbers) that refers

to actual examples of the clouds indicated, which may be found encircled in Fig. 6,

the Camera 1 pictures, and Fig. 7, Camera 2 pictures.

The pictures in these figures are copies of the original obliques and unrectified,

therefore precise scales cannot be shown. However, near the cloud of interest, two

lines perpendicular to each other have been added to indicate the scale. They rep-

resent approximate lengths of 20 km in Fig. 6 and 200 km in Fig. 7. The relative

length of the lines indicates the degree of obliqueness of the photograph. The direc-

tion of the shorter line away from its connection with the longer line is toward the

horizon.

5. 1 Cumuliform-Banded Straight or Slightly Curved

Clouds of this pattern are cumulus, stratocumulus, and cirrus. The pattern

develops most frequently at low and high levels within the tropopause; relatively

small differences in the appearance of the pattern may be associated with completely

different processes taking place in the atmosphere.

In an excellent study of clouds over the tropical Pacific, Malkus, et al,1 4
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through the use of aerial photography, have shown that cumulus patterns parallel-

ing the low-level streamlines are very common. This pattern, which they call

"parallel mode, " was best developed under convergent and disturbed conditions.

Occasionally they also found a "normal mode" or pattern more or less normal to

the wind. When this is combined with the parallel mode, certain clouds are en-

hanced and a checkerboard pattern results. At one time the parallel mode dis-

appeared and only the normal mode was seen. According to the authors, the parallel

mode is usually composed of small clouds closely spaced as opposed to larger clouds

with spacings of 75 to 90 km in the normal mode. The parallel mode is parallel to

the shear in the lower boundary layer or between the low-level wind and wind at the

level of the cumulus tops. The normal mode is composed of taller cumulus and it

is parallel to the shear in the upper boundary layer or between the tops of the small

cumulus and the tops of the tall cumulus. A third pattern may appear from cumu-

lonimbus anvils as they shear off at still higher levels.

The first four sketches under this category in the Camera 2 guide (Fig. 5) rep-

resent the parallel mode. In these and other sketches the wind directions within

the cloud layer are indicated by arrows. The first three range from a pattern of

lines of separate rounded clouds to a continuous cloud cover of bands, but still show-

ing rounded edges. These represent cumulus or stratocumulus. The fourth sketch

includes fibrous cloud, although rounded masses prevail; this represents cirrus.

The fifth and sixth sketches represent the normal mode. When the transverse clouds

are closely spaced they invariably are part of a more extensive parallel pattern, as

shown in Sketch 5. Sketch 6 represents widely-spaced cumuliform clouds also in

the normal mode; their edges are diffuse and they could easily be misjudged as "not

cumuliform" in the Camera 2 pictures. In the guide for Camera 1 pictures, Sketches

3 and 4 represent the transverse or normal mode.

Cumulus streets (called "parallel mode" by Malkus et al.1 4 ) of the first order

of spacing (spacings hereafter refer to the distance between the centers of the

bands) average 2. 5 to 3.0 km apart. They cannot positively be identified by

Camera 2 but they show clearly in Camera 1 pictures, Fig. 6 C . When this type

of street is present, the thickness of the convective layer (ground to cloud tops)

is 30 to 70 percent of the spacing as found by Avsec in the laboratory and Conover4

from actual cloud measurements. Streets of the second order spacing average 15

to 20 km apart and have been observed up to 150 km long; they may consist of iso-

lated cloud bands, but more often they are composed of strongly developed and some-

times merging bands of the first order. The second order streets, Fig. 7 , are

clearly visible in Camera 2 pictures. In the Camera 1 pictures, Fig. 6 ®, the

cloud streets that have reached an inversion appear flattened and can be identified

as stratocumulus, as contrasted to the globular shapes of free convection. Generally,

the shear through the convective layer approximates parallelism to the wind direction;

thus the cloud streets offer a clue to a choice of two wind directions 1800 apart.
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Water Land Water Land

Suppression Formation Formation Suppression

FIG. 8. Wind direction shown by arrows in relation to cloud
formation and suppression over adjacent land and water areas.

The correct direction can sometimes be deduced from cumulus or stratocumulus

patterns if land-water discontinuities are present and an indication is shown as to

whether the clouds are forming over the land or water. Figure 8 illustrates four

possibilities of cloud patterns and wind directions.

Cirrus bands of the type previously described by the author and found on the

warm side of the jet stream usually exhibit cumuliform as well as noncumuliform

characteristics and are therefore placed in the category of cumuliform-banded-

straight or slightly curved. These bands are also oriented parallel with the wind.

The predominant band spacing of 4. 2 km, found from ground photography by the

author, is not visible in the Camera 2 pictures. Spacings of cloud concentrations

in the 20 to 49-km interval under similar conditions are seen by the satellites.

Figure 7Q shows this form and pattern. These bands should not be confused

with cirrus blowoffs, which may be 180 km long, emanating from cumulonimbus

clouds. The latter can be identified by the bright round-shaped cumulonimbus

cloud at the head of the band; this condition is most often seen in the tropics where

the necessary high-level wind shear is found.

Sketches 5 and 6 of Fig. 5 are probably the same pattern as that referred to

as "the normal mode" by Malkus et al. The difference lies only in the spacings,

which range from 5 to 20 km. A favored location for this pattern, see Fig. 7O ,

at least in temperate latitudes, is in the warm sector of a cyclone where moist air

is capped by an inversion at about 5000 ft with dry, conditionally unstable air above.

It is not clear how the clouds penetrate the inversion in an organized pattern, but

they may first penetrate in areas where the inversion has been weakened by waves

traveling along the surface.

In this same category we may also see billow and wave clouds that are not

parallel with the wind. These clouds often can be identified in the Camera 1 pic-

tures (Fig. 6 ®) by their nearly continuous bands, as opposed to the more globular
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patterns just discussed. Billow and wave clouds tend to be shorter than street

or parallel formations, but positive distinction between these clouds and the

"normal" convective type appears to be impossible. Billow clouds are caused by

a disturbance within the airstream. They are found at a density discontinuity and

their orientation, according to Haurwitz,9 is perpendicular to the shear across

the discontinuity. The pattern of parallel bands tends to be wavy, a result of

changes in light winds, which causes large changes in the shear as opposed to the

straight or gently-curved cumulus streets. Twenty-one measurements of billow

spacings, found from aerial photographs by the author, in temperate latitudes showed

three preferred spacings; they were, in order of highest frequency: 0. 7, 1. 5, and

3. 5 km. Preliminary ground-based photographic studies of 12 cases by Lopez13

show that the most frequent spacing is 1 to 2 km. Billow clouds behind a cold front

photographed by Camera 2 are shown in Fig. 7@.

Waves are produced by a disturbance outside the airstream, for example, a

hill or mountain; they have a large range of wave lengths, and billows may be seen

within the waves. Clouds that form in these waves are patterned roughly perpen-

dicular to the wind. They will appear as cumuliform if the air is convectively un-

stable, or as stratiform if the air is stable. Often large lenticulars "snow out"

leaving a long trail of ice crystals downwind. These clouds, when viewed from aloft,

appear to be nearly straight along the upwind side and semicircular on the downwind

side. Wave clouds of long wave length are shown in Fig. 7 and of short wave

length in Fig. 6 .

5.2 Cumuliform-Not Banded-Solid- Cells
This group pertains to either random or evenly-spaced cumulus, stratocumulus,

altocumulus, or cumulonimbus clouds. The cumulus of fair weather, stratocumulus

or altocumulus, must be present in broken amounts to be visible in the Camera 2

pictures. Fully developed cumulonimbus clouds are very white and they are often

characterized by one side that rapidly shades from very white through grey to no

cloud, Figs. 7 13)and 6 ®. This corresponds to the thinning cumulonimbus

anvil as it shears to one side. Less frequently the cumulonimbus is partially sur-

rounded by a secondary ring-shaped cloud, as shown above and to the right of the

two large cumulonimbus clouds of Fig. 7 . These clouds may mark the advance

edge of the cold air flowing out of the storm. In this case, high winds were not

reported but hailstones up to 7 cm in diameter fell from the thunderstorms.

As the convective activity increases in this category, more cloudiness is seen

between the brighter clouds; these clouds are of the cumulogenitus type.

5.3 Cumuliform-Not Banded-Hollow Polygonal Cells or Crescents
The hollow polygonal cells consist of patterns of cumulus humilis or congestus

arranged in rings. The crescents are composed of similar clouds and their pattern

is generally oriented so the crescents point in the same direction. The observation
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of polygonal cells in liquid appears to have been reported as early as 1885 by

Weber. Later, the patterns were studied in gases in the laboratory by B6nard2

and Avsec.1 The satellite pictures show polygonal hollows with ring center diam-

eters of 20 to 50 km; the holes, or areas of weaker convection, have diameters of

about half the ring diameter, as illustrated in Fig. 7 15). Crescents have been

measured up to 100 km long with radii of 50 km (Figs. 7 @ and 6 15j). In the

more active patterns the rings and crescents contain solid cloud masses up to

10 km by 15 km; see Fig. 6 . They are most often found over ocean areas.

Cunningham6 observed these clouds from airplanes and he believed, in those cases,

that the hollow corresponded to a stable region resulting from cooling rain that fell

from a shower at some previous time. However some of the satellite pictures,

Fig. 6 (, show this pattern in areas where the cloud tops are known to be low

and showers very unlikely, suggesting that convection without precipitation is the

cause of the pattern. Sometimes altocumulus of the CM3 and 4 code numbers is

found above the pattern. Quite probably the convectional pattern throws the over-

riding air into waves comparable to orographic processes, and clouds form in the

moist layers.

When organized crescents are found, they may be spaced at 30 to 50-km inter-

vals. A few comparisons with surface weather maps show that the wind blows into

the open side of the crescents at angles up to 450.

The laboratory models of Avsec1 show that polygonal hollow cells form with-

out shear, while it is suggested that crescents appear with slight shear. The larger

patterns seen by satellites probably form under similar conditions.

5. 4 Cumuliform-Banded- Vermiculated
This wormy pattern is found over the oceans, often but not always in the trades.

The pattern has also been produced in air in the laboratory by Avsec.1 As seen by
satellites, Figs. 70Oand 60, the pattern represents cumulus and stratocu-

mulus topped by an inversion. Winds in the convective layer tend to be fresh-to-

strong and parallel the general orientation of the vermiculations or cross at a slight

angle toward lower pressure. The cloud dimensions are often 8 km by 90 km, and

spaces between clouds (across the wind) may reach 140 km.

5. 5 Not Cumulif orm-Banded
This category was introduced to include wave, billow, and jet-stream clouds

that do not show cumuliform characteristics. In the comparisons between the

Camera 2 pictures and reports, stratocumulus, altocumulus, and cirrus clouds

were found that were photographed as smooth and banded. In the Camera 2 guide,

billow and wave clouds are depicted in the first sketch under this category. These

are stratocumulus and altocumulus and they range from 5 to 20 km apart. Cirrus

in bands are shown in the second sketch. They are light grey and spaced between

10 and 100 km. Pictures from Camera 1, Fig. 6 , only show cirrus in this
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category. The cloud in this example is unusually white in places because of the

snow cover below.

5.6 Not Cumuliform-Not Banded-Fibrous
This category is reserved for cirrus and altostratus. The pattern representing

cirrus is similar to that seen from the ground, Fig. 7 19). White clouds in this

category as seen by Camera 1 represent altostratus, Fig. 6 . Sometimes the

cirrus observed is in the form of a single band 50 to 150 km wide; this form is

normally found adjacent to the jet stream and on the warm side.

5.7 Not Cumuliform-Not Banded-Not Fibrous
This category includes sheets of cloud or dust. In Camera 2 pictures, a few

small cumuliform clouds such as cumulus or stratocumulus have also been found

in this group; however, this is because the relatively low resolution cannot define

them. Dark grey or grey clouds in the group consist of broken-to-overcast cirro-

stratus, Fig. 7(22)(3 , broken stratus, or overcast stratus less than 1000 ft thick,

Fig. 7 (B. Dust clouds, Fig. 7 (, over 10, 000 ft thick are also in this category.

Uniform white clouds indicate stratus or stratocumulus overcast more than 1000 ft

thick, Fig. 7 9, or an overcast of combined nimbostratus, altostratus, and alto-

cumulus which may yield light precipitation, Figs. 7 27 and 6 @ . Uniform very

white clouds are indicative of nimbostratus overcast with active precipitation and

often with clouds below and far above; see Figs. 7 (and 6 .

In the guide to Camera 1 pictures, desert patterns may appear in tones ranging

from dark grey to white; see Figs. 6 , ®, and®.
Vein-like patterns in Camera 1 pictures represent river or drainage patterns.

They may appear lighter or darker than the surroundings. The pattern is light if

composed of light-colored soils, such as sand, or if composed of water and near

the point of specular reflection. First approximations indicate that with solar ele-

vations of 600 to 750 river water will appear light if it lies within a 150 angle from

the point of solar reflection measured at the camera. The pattern appears dark

outside this area.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Careful comparisons of TIROS I pictures and simultaneous ground observations

or aerial photography of the clouds have been made to prepare guides to cloud in-

terpretation from satellite pictures. Separate guides for pictures from Cameras 1

and 2 were prepared. These are based on the form, pattern, texture, structure,

brightness, and dimensions of the patterns and shapes of the images. The guides

provide clues for determining the cloud amount, cloud genera, and mesoscale cloud

and ground patterns. The significance of some of the mesoscale patterns has been
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given in the test. Samples of the clouds and patterns discussed are shown in the

pictures.

Results of this study are applicable to past and future satellite pictures; in

fact, the more recent satellites have provided pictures of improved quality thus

reducing some of the ambiguities discussed here.

Plank, Atlas and Paulsen15 and Boucher,3 have shown that cloud thickness is

related to the probability of precipitation and its rate of fall, at least in

Massachusetts. The values given probably differ from those over the tropics be-

cause of predominately different precipitation processes. Studies are in progress

toward establishing the relation of different precipitation rates to given cloud re-

flectivities. If the resulting frequency distribution curve shows a significant peak,

then the information could be used to delineate areas of precipitation and their

relative intensity, at least on a probability basis, from the pictures.

For routine operational use, it is desirable to produce a picture showing con-

tours of reflectivity or albedo. This could be done by machine methods which in-

clude corrections for brightness due to instrumental errors, illumination, varia-

tions around the point of solar reflection and the ground pattern. Variations in the

attenuation of energy on the return trip from cloud or ground to the satellite are

relatively small, with the exception of the effects due to water vapor. Since the

latter is highly variable, it appears best not to attempt more than an average correc-

tion, or none at all, for this portion of the light path.

The work in this study is rather rough, primarily because of difficulties in

measuring brightness values and incomplete, since studies were concentrated over

the western United States and eastern Pacific Ocean where supporting cloud opera-

tions were available. However, it should aid those who are starting cloud-picture

interpretation and serve as a basic platform to which refinements and further

interpretation can be added. In fact, new data collections supplemented by more

refined surface and aerial observations have recently been obtained. These, with

more quantitative brightness pictures from TIROS IV, are already under study.

And finally, this work has focused attention on weaknesses of the present picture-

taking systems, thereby suggesting improved designs for future satellite systems.
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APPENDIX

The satellite pictures in this section were obtained from TIROS I. They

are indexed as follows:

Readout station

M = Monmouth, New Jersey

K = Kaena Point, Hawaii

Orbit number during readout

Mode

T = Tape

D = Direct

Frame number

Camera

C1 = Camera 1

C2 = Camera 2

Picture time in Greenwich

Solar time - ST

Nadir angle - n

Solar elevation angle - h

The aerial photographs were made with a special camera that shows the

horizons, normal to the aircraft heading, at the ends of the picture while the

middle of the picture corresponds to the nadir.

Confidence levels have been assigned to the interpretations noted. These are:

A = high confidence

B = likely, but the possibility of error exists

C = probable, but no direct proof.

The discussion of these pictures has been left to a minimum in the belief that

the greatest benefit will be derived from careful study of the annotated pictures.

ORBITS 702 and 703, 19 May 1960

On Orbit 702 the much publicized "square cloud" was photographed over the
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central United States. This cloud, which was actually rhombic in shape, was com-

posed of severe thunderstorms. This and other clouds and patterns over the area

were compared with the synoptic situation by Whitney and Fritz;16 therefore, these

details will not be repeated here.

As background material for the pictures presented here, a hand rectification

showing the clouds over the United States and eastern North Pacific Ocean is shown

in Fig. 9. Satellite sub-point locations are shown beside the frame numbers. A

line leads from this location to the location of the principal point of the picture.

Figure 10 shows the overall distribution of cloudiness and precipitation, sur-

face fronts, and jet-stream locations. In the preparation of this figure, aerial

photography was utilized from a flight which flew along the course shown, or ap-

proximately from 35N 118W to 43N 91W and return about 100 miles to the north.

The distribution of high, middle, and low clouds and, where possible, the average

altitude of their bases and tops, are given in hundreds of feet.

As we pass from WSW to ENE over the north central United States cloud sys-

tem, the first cloudiness encountered is cumulus humilis which forms over the

western mountains; see Figs. 1la and llb. In this and suceeding C2 pictures the

square represents the area covered by the simultaneous Cl picture. The pictures

are difficult to interpret because cloudiness increases over the higher terrain while,

at the same time, the terrain changes from bare to snow-covered ground. Moving

eastward, Figs. 12a and 12b, the cumulus becomes congestus, with cumulogenitus

(flattening and spreading) developing at the 17, 000 to 18, 000-ft level. In this area

a few cumulonimbus develop, topped at about 28, 000 ft. Showers are common and

the sky is over half cloudy. Farther east, a cloud system resulting from wide-

spread lift is seen, Fig. 13a. This system is thick; bases are at 10, 000 to 12, 000-ft

and the top reaches 23, 000 ft. From the central part of this cloud, precipitation

is falling and the usual attendant low clouds are present; see Fig. 14. Above the

middle layer a broad band of high clouds was photographed from the U-2 aircraft.

The clouds fit the jet-stream model by cutting off abruptly on the warm side of the

jet core and parallel to the jet. This layer could not be seen against the lower,

bright, amorphous cloud layer. Careful scrutiny of the ground reports indicates

that the clouds at Location 2 (Fig. 14) are composed of towering cumulus which

merge in places to produce a stratocumulus base. Soundings taken four hours later

showed the presence of a moist layer topped by an inversion at 5500 ft, with dry,

conditionally unstable air above. The cumulus undoubtedly penetrated the inversion

where the clouds are brightest. The parallel pattern may be related to waves on

the density discontinuity which enhanced the vertical motion and/or weakened the

inversion to permit penetrations in the pattern shown.

Farther east, a relatively clear area is crossed; then another large system

ahead of a warm front is encountered (Fig. 15). This layer is also thick. In the

north, near AUW, high clouds are found with tops at 38, 000 ft and bases at 10, 000 ft,
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with still lower clouds of unknown tops beneath. To the south, near FWA, middle

clouds extend from 5000 to 15, 000 ft, and high clouds extend from an estimated

20, 000 to 39, 000 ft.

ORBITS 602 AND 603, 12-13 MAY 1960

Pictures from these orbits were used to make the rectification shown in Fig. 16.

The cloud distribution on the same scale as Fig. 16, as deduced from U-2

Flights H-5 and H-4, is shown in Fig. 17. Times and picture frame numbers are

noted at check points along the flights. Cloud types and their heights, in hundreds

of feet, are also noted. Numbers preceding the cloud symbols indicate cloud bases,

and numbers after the symbol pertain to tops. The letter A denotes separate air-

craft reports. Only the first part of Flight H-4 was good, and this was used to ex-

tend the high cloud system in the lower right portion of the rectification. A discon-

tinuity in the position of this cloud in the southern part of the rectification exists

because of time differences between the first and last portions of Flight H-5. The

position at the satellite time of 0025Z- 13th, by interpolation, must be slightly north

of the southernmost position shown.

The overall precipitation; high, middle, and low cloud distributions; and frontal

positions are shown in Fig. 18. At this time a cold front that extended from Canada

to southern Nevada was pushing eastward. West and WSW winds were strong at low

and middle levels behind the front, and a well-developed southwesterly jet was

found at high levels. Two major cloud systems are present: one of middle and low

clouds in the Pacific northwest, the other of middle and high clouds associated with

a large area of vertical motion ahead of the trough.

As we cross the area from WSW to ENE along Orbit 603, the first clouds of

interest are found along the west coast of California; see Figs. 19a and 19b. The

C 1 picture shows that cumulus form a short distance inland from the coast as the

stable Pacific air becomes heated by the ground. This fact, plus the pattern of

streets, indicates a NW wind and also, according to Kuettner, 12 suggests a curva-

ture to the wind-speed profile with a maximum in the convective layer. The street

spacing increases farther inland and the pattern is virtually lost as the cumulus

become larger. If we assume the depth of the overturning layer is about 50 percent

of the spacing, as pointed out earlier, then we find that this layer is about 1. 1 km

deep where the clouds first form near the coast and 3. 8 km deep farther inland at

Location 5 (Fig. 19b) where cloud diameters reach 4 km. This value for cloud tops

may be compared with computed tops shown on the left in the aircraft pictures of

Fig. 22b which include the same area 3 hours and 23 minutes earlier. Four measure-

ments gave an average top of 4. 0 km. A fifth measurement, the highest, gave
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6. 4 km. The increased layer of overturning, no doubt, changed the wind profile,

thus weakening the street pattern.

The sky clears over the Sacramento Valley, but cloudiness of the convective

type forms again over the western slopes of the Sierra; see Figs. 20a and 20b.

The cloud streets show that the flow has turned to SW and, in contrast to the pre-

vious C 1 picture, the clouds appear flattened which indicates they reach an inver-

sion. Verification of the flattening can be seen by comparing the Camera 1 pic-

ture, Fig. 21a, with the aircraft pictures, Fig. 21b, which were taken 40 minutes

later. At that time the aircraft was turning and only one half of each picture has

been reproduced. There is no reason to believe that the cloud structure would

change over the 40-minute period since this general pattern was attached to the

topography. Maps show that the extensive street pattern ended at the crest of the

Sierra. A band of clouds reappeared downwind over the next ridge and succeeding

but weaker bands suggest lee wave motion. It is interesting to note that a weak

street pattern still exists in the first band or after the air has descended 2000 ft

from the Sierra crest to the valley and risen 2000 ft to the next ridge. These large

vertical motions apparently did not destroy the mechanism required for street

formation.

Figure 22a shows that cloudiness increases toward the north. It may be com-

pared with the aerial pictures of Fig. 22b. These pictures show that flattening is

taking place and no higher clouds are present. Therefore the situation toward the

north, all the way to Seattle, is one of increased convective activity, showers, and

increasing middle clouds in the form of cumulogenitus topped at altitudes rising

from 13, 000 to 18, 000 ft. To the south from the area of Camera 1, which is west

of RNO, clouds continue over the Sierra with an abrupt cutoff at the mountain crest.

The two aerial photographs of Fig. 23 show details of the same areas marked in

Fig. 22a. The half of Frame 625 shows dust rising from Carson Sink, an old lake

bed in Nevada, and toward the horizon altocumulus lenticularis clouds. Frame 706

shows the diffuse cloud band that begins over southern California (FAT) (see Fig. 20a

for the location of these stations) and broadens toward the northeast (ENV and DTA).

This cloud shows on the left side of the picture. It is topped at 31, 000 ft. To the

east over the Owens Valley (in the right of the picture) the cloud is weakened; but

farther east a wave cloud, based at 20, 000 and topped at 31, 000 ft, forms. The

combination of cirrus and diffuse edges of the wave clouds appears as a diffuse cloud

in the Camera 2 pictures, Fig. 22a. Figures 24a and 24b show the area still far-

ther east. On the C2 picture, the large diffuse cloud parallels the jet stream, but

it is far to the SW of the jet core. The heaviest dust is northwest of WMC, in the

upper left of the Cl picture. A snow-covered mountain can be seen through the

dust which is reported by a pilot to be topped at 14, 500 ft. A poor determination

from the aircraft pictures gives 18, 000 ft as the top of the dust layer. The wide-

spread diffuse cloud is again shown in Figs. 25a, 25b, and 25c. Comparison of
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the C2 and aerial pictures, taken 7 minutes apart, clearly shows cumulus over a

mountain; but the aerial photo also shows altocumulus lenticularis at 35, 000 ft in

the upper left of Frame 548. This cloud is thin and would not be seen by C2; how-

ever, its absence in C1 suggests its transient nature. Figures 26a, 26b, and 26c

shows the clouds across the north. The clouds in the extreme left corner of

Fig. 26a are over eastern Washington and northern Idaho; layers were present at

7000 to 9000 ft and 11, 000 to 16, 000 ft. Precipitation was falling in places from

these layers. Frame 358 shows the abrupt edge of the lower layer; the middle layer

ended a few miles to the west. Near GFA a thunderstorm was in progress. Frame

411 shows this storm; it was relatively weak, with bases at 14, 000 and tops at

21, 000 to 25, 000 ft. Frame 425 shows the edge of the cirrus sheet, and Frame 454

is almost entirely over the sheet which is topped at 40, 000 ft. Aerial Photo No. 498,

in Fig. 26c, illustrates both cirrus systems with a few cumulus and snow-covered

peaks in the center. Photo No. 538 shows the top of the overcast cirrus band which

extends to Nevada; here it is topped at 41, 000 ft. The ground is visible through it,

and it is grey in the C2 picture. Figures 27a and 27b illustrate cirrus clouds over

partially snow-covered peaks. Proper interpretation from Cl alone appears im-

possible.

Farther east the mixture of middle and high clouds is shown in Figs. 28a and

28b. These clouds are generally grey and diffuse, corresponding to the lack of

thick liquid clouds. Figures 29a and 29b show the eastern boundary of high clouds

where the solar elevation angle is only 170. It ceases to be visible at the dividing

line between scattered and broken, as reported from the ground and shown in

Fig. 18. No doubt, more cloud would have been visible with a higher solar eleva-

tion angle. The broken cirrus and cirrostratus were about 7000 ft thick.

ANALYSIS OVER THE OCEAN

Pictures from Orbits 702 and 703, showing an area over the Pacific Ocean,

were also rectified; but, owing to the lack of landmarks, uncertainties exist in

locating the ship observations. Therefore the bulk of these pictures will not be

reproduced. However the two pictures of Fig. 30 are shown to illustrate a change

from stable clouds, undoubtedly stratocumulus, in the upper right of the C2 picture

to cumulus in the center, and to vermiculated cumulus and stratocumulus on the

left. The C1 picture includes the transition area between stratocumulus (right) to

cumulus (left). The cumulus is probably below some stratocumulus but reaching

it in places.
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GROUND PATTERNS

Desert patterns of salt flats and river beds are shown in Fig. 31a, a Camera 1

picture. Figure 31b shows part of the same area as seen from an aircraft but on

a different day. Illumination at the time of the satellite picture is about 2. 5 times

greater than that at the time of the aircraft picture. Comparison of Fig. 3la with

the aerial picture shows that the river bed, which is the Humbolt River, about

1. 3 km wide is a dark line bordered by areas of lighter tone which represent the

more saline areas of alluvial deposition by the Humbolt and contributory streams.

Proper interpretation between saline areas such as these and at Location 1, upper

center of Fig. 31a, and cirrus which was reported near Location WMC (Fig. 31a)

appears impossible. Figure 32 illustrates the same type of desert pattern in both

cameras. The entire pattern within the area indicated is that of desert and not cloud.

Figure 33 illustrates a snow-covered mountain. Snow is found on the Humbolt

Range above 9000 ft. Its pattern is dendritic, corresponding to a contour of the

mountain. Other mountains or slopes whose sides are not eroded, and therefore

are marked by smoothly-curved contours, apparently show a diffuse white tone rep-

resenting snow with no sharp line marking the edge of the snow cover.

Water patterns can appear dark or light, depending upon their angular relation

to the sun and camera. At the point of solar reflection, water will appear very

white. This is illustrated in Fig. 34b where very narrow rivers are visible because

of high reflections. An idea of the area affected by solar reflection can be esti-

mated from the C2 picture, Fig. 34a.
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FIG. 9. Composite hand rectification of clouds from Orbit M702 at 2000Z and
Orbit M703 at 2140Z, 19 May 1960. Cloud and ground patterns are shaded dark.
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M703 T5 C2
19 May 1960, 2141.0Z,

n=20 0 , h=54 0

a;

140 8ST

FIG. Ila. Clear, scattered, and broken low clouds in the system on the left.
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M703 T4 C1
19 May 1960, 2141Z, 1408ST

n=19. 10, h=540

FIG. 11b. Average clouds are Cu med, a few Cu hum, and largest Cu con.
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M703 T4 C2
19 May 1962, 21h11Z, 1,il9ST

n=18 0 , h=51 0

FIG. 12a. (1) Partial snow cover over mountains.
(2) General area of swelling cu, tops to 22, 000 ft with an
occasional Cb to 28, 000 ft. Cug at 17, 000-18, 000 ft MSL.
A. Precipitating areas 20-30 km in diameter. (3) Great
Salt Lake desert. (4) Great Salt Lake partially obscured.

Lines separate clear, scattered, and broken areas of
low clouds.
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M703 T3 C1
19 May 1960, 2141Z, 1419ST

n=17 0 , h=51 0

FIG. 12b. CL 2, some heavy and swelling reaching CL 3. Tops about 25, 000 ft,
bases about 10, 000 ft MSL, A. Some CM 6 (Ac cug) at 17, 000-18, 000 ft, B.
Largest clouds are partially ice, B. Snow showers, A. Mountains in this area
are snow covered, some of the above pattern represents snow, B. Precipitating
areas 20-30 km in diameter, C.
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M703 T3 C2
19 May 1960, 2142Z, 1434ST

n=16 0 , h=500

FIG. 13a. Solid lines show boundaries of low cloud; dashed lines
are boundaries of middle cloud. (1) General area of swelling cu,
tops reach 22, 000 ft with an occasional Ch top at 28, 000 ft. Cug
at 17,000-18, 000 ft. A. (2) General middle layer (As) Bases
10, 000-12, 000 ft, tops 23, 000 ft. B. Snow cover on the mountains
throughout.
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(1) Towering cu and its shadow, A. Assumed base 5000 ft,
top 12, 500 ft or 17, 000 ft, MSL, B. (2) Ac cug, note
opposed to snow cover, B. (3) Area of cug from towering

M703 T2 C1
19 May 1960, 2142Z, 1434ST
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M702 D5 C2
19 May 1960, 2000Z, 1340ST

n=28 0 , h=61 0

FIG. 14. (1) Severe thunderstorm cluster, tops 53, 000 ft. A.
Numerous tornadoes associated with this cloud two hours later, A.
Overall size 130 by 130 km. (2) Band spacing 40-60 km; length
90-170 km; main cloud less than half the spacing but not entirely
clear between. (3) Band spacing 9 km; unbroken up to 40 km long.
Orientation generally perpendicular to the wind and parallel to the
shear. (4) Approximate point of specular reflectance.
(5) Active Ns, A. Precipitation areas are stippled.
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M702 D8 C2
19 May 1960, 2001Z, 1352ST

n=24 0 , h=60 0

FIG. 15. (1) Area composed of the following layers: Overcast base
38, 000 ft, top 40, 000 ft, overcast base 5000 ft, top 15, 000 ft, broken
variable overcast base 1000 ft, top unknown. B. (2) Overcast base
10, 000 ft, top 38, 000 ft, broken base 2500 ft, top unknown. B.
Precipitation areas are stippled.
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FIG. 16. Composite hand rectification of clouds from Orbit M602 at 2247L
12 May and Orbit M603 at 002 5Z, 13 May 1960. Cloud and ground patterns
are shaded dark.
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FIG. 17 Hand rectification of cloud distribution from U-2 Flight H-5,

1948Z-12th to 0205Z 13 May, and Flight H-4, 1815Z to 1918Z,
12 May 1960.
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M603 T14 C2
13 May 1960, 0023Z, 1614ST

n=17 0, h-31 0

FIG. 19a. M603 at 23z, Camera 2
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M603 T14 C1
13 May 1960, 0023Z, 1614ST

n=17 0 , h=31 0

FIG. 19b. Cu street spacing and cell diameters in kilometer follow respectively:
(1) 2.2 and 0.9; (2) 2.3 and 0.9; (3) 3.9 and 1.9; (4) 3.5 and 1.3; (5) 7.7 and 4.0,
Cu reported as towering is over 3 km in diameter.
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M603 T13 C2
13 May 1960, 0023Z, 1625ST

n=19 0 , h=30 0

FIG. 20a. Clouds over the Sierras extend from the box toward the bottom of
the picture. Pilot reports were:
0040Z EUG-MFR Extreme turbulence 4000 ft and below. Heavy rain showers.
0040Z LOL Severe turbulence, extreme up-and-down drafts.
0040Z BAM-BOI Moderate turbulence, dust at 13, 000 ft.
2345Z DTA Top dust 14, 500 ft. Moderate turbulence at 7500 ft.
2300Z BIH-SOUTHEASTWARD Light to moderate turbulence to 8500 ft.
2215Z MER Scattered bases 5500 ft, tops 7000 ft.
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MI603 T13 C1
13 1\Iay 1960, 0023Z, 1625ST

n=19 0 , h=300

FIG. 20b. Sc and cu, average center to center spacing 6 km. Oriented
2150 to 350 and approximately parallel with the wind. a Pilot report
over BLU, at 23Z, broken bases 7500 ft. tops 8500 ft.
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M603 T13 Cl
13 May 1960, 0024Z, 1625ST

n=190, h=300

FIG. 21a. Same as Fig. 20b with
areas covered by photographs in
Fig. 21b shown.



Toward 2910 Toward 307 0  Toward 3310

FIG. 21b. Aerial photos from 69, 700 ft at 0103Z, 13 May 1960. Horizon is at the top and nadir at the bottom.
Photos were taken toward azimuths of 2910, 307 0 , and 3310. Sc and cu streets over the Sierras on the left.
Clouds over mountain ridges in center and right-hand photographs.
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M603 T13 C2
13 -May 1960, 0024Z, 1625ST

n=19 0 , h=30 0

FIG. 22a. Aircraft track and areas included in picture frames shown in Fig. 22b.
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FIG. 22b. Aerial
mean sea level.
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FRAME 625

0054Z

ALTOCUMULUS LENTICULARIS
WAVE CLOUDS

4<

tE

FRAME 706 0123Z
CIRRUS TOPPED AT 31,00

WAVE CLOUDS
20,000 ® 31,000

FIG. 23. Southern half of Frame 625 at 0054Z (upper) and
full frame of 706 at 0123Z (lower).
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M603 T11 C2
13 May 1960, 0024Z, 1642ST

n=22 0 , h=30 0

FIG. 24a. Orbit M603, T11, Camera 2 photo at 0024Z, 13 May 1960.
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FIG. 24b. M603 T11
visible through dust.
578 below at 0031Z.

C1 at 0024Z, n=22; h=30. Snow covered mountain
No ice or liquid cloud present. Aerial Photograph
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M603 T10 C2
13 May 1960, 0025Z, 1653ST

n=24 0 , h=24 0

FIG. 25a. Orbit M603, T10, Camera 2 photo at 0025Z.
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FIG. 25b. Surface reports from
BYI were: OOZ 15, 000 ft broken,
01Z 15, 000 ft broken; 8000 ft
scattered. Areas shown in
aerialphotosof Fig. 25c
are marked.

J

M603 T10 C1
0025Z n=240 h=240

548 13 May 1960 0016Z
Altocumulus 35, 000 ft
probably thin

FIG. 25c. Aerial Photos 548
and 551 taken at 0016Z
and 0018Z.
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M603 T9 C2
13 May 1960, 0026Z, 1704ST

n=26 0 , h=21 0

FIG. 26a. Track of the aircraft and areas covered by
numbered aerial photographs.
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454 2327Z
Top Cs 400

FIG. 26b. Aerial photographs corresponding to frame numbers
in Fig. 26a. 12 May 1960.
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2 May 1960, 2315Z
Ci Top 35, 000

538
12 May 1960, 0012Z

Top 41, 000

FIG. 26c. Aerial photographs 498 and 538.
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M603 T9 C2
13 May 1960, 0026Z,

n=26 0 , h=21 0
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FIG. 27a. Orbit M603, T9, Camera 2 Photo at 0026Z, clouds
and weather are shown at selected stations; the box shows the
area covered in Fig. 27b.
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M603 T9 C1
13 May 1960, 0026Z,

n=26 0 , h=21 0
1704ST

IDA OOZ
012/0
120 (

f

12 May

C1 TOP 350

FIG. 27b. Camera 1 photo
photo 510 at 2357Z(lower).

(upper at 0026Z; aerial
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M603 T8 C2
13 May 1960, 0026Z, 1713ST

n=27 0 , h=20 0

FIG. 28a. Orbit M603, T8, Camera 2 photo at 0026Z.
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M603 T8 Cl
13 May 1960, 0026Z, 1713ST

n=27 0 , h=20 0

FIG. 28b. Orbit M603, T8, Camera 1 photo at 0026Z.
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M603 T6 C2

13 May 1960, 0027Z, 1736ST

n=310, h=170

South of RAP broken clouds based at 26, 000 ft with tops at 33, 000 ft.

FIG. 29a. Orbit M603, T6, Camera 2 photo showing broken clouds.
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M603 T6 Cl
13 May 1960, 0027Z, 1736ST

n=31 0 , h=17 0

FIG. 29b. Orbit M603, T6, Camera 1 photo.
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M703 T17 C2
19 May 1960, 2135Z, 1223ST

n=45 0 , h=510

A RAOB at OOZ indicates a top to the low clouds at 4500 ft and
a moist layer (6o relative humidity at -250C) at 24, 000 ft.

FIG. 30a. Orbit M703, T17, Camera 2 photo at 2135Z.
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19 Ma 90,23 Z,12

\ n=42, h=51

FIG,30b (Rght Invrsin dminted rea prbaby C , crcuar ell
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8AM 3
a

M703 T6 C1
19 May 1960, 2140Z, 1357ST

n=230 , h=580

FIG. 31a. Ground patterns near Battle Mt. (BAM), Nevada.
(1) Desert A, (2) Lake bed (salt?) A, (3) Humbolt River A.
Area of aerial photo shown.
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FIG. 31b. Aerial photo taken from 65, 000 ft above the terrain and
six days before the picture in Fig. 31a. Date: 13 May 1960,
0041Z, h=25 0 . -
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M703 T7 C2
19 May 1960, 2140Z, 1357ST

n=24 0 , h=58 0

FIG. 32. Ground patterns, mostly over Nevada. (1) Cloudless or
"few cumulus" area. Pattern of desert and salt flats.
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2

3 X ' 3

FIG. 33a. (1) Snow on the Humbolt Range, snowline about 8000 ft, A;
(2) Snow and cu on Matterhorn Mt., snowline about 9000 ft, A ; (3) Siiow B;
(4) Salmon Falls Creek valley, A; (5) Cu A; (6) Cu concentrated over higi
terrain, A. Area of aerial photograph of Fig. 33b shown.
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FIG. 33b. Aerial photo taken from 65, 000 ft above the terrain showing
snowcover on the Humbolt Range pictured six days later by the satellite,
Fig. 33a.
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M703 T9 C2
19 May 1960, 2139Z, 1344ST

n=28 0 , h=60 0

FIG. 34a. California and Pacific Ocean, north toward the bottom.
(1) Ci seen in Camera 1 (Fig. 34b) not visible A. (2) Faint cloud,
probably liquid, visible at (5) in Fig. 34b. (3)Snow on the Sierra
Nevada Range. B. (4) San Joaquin Valley, cloudless A. (5) Mojave
Desert, cloudless A.
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M703 T8 C1
19 May 1960, 2139Z, 1341ST

n=27 0 , h=60 0
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FIG. 34b

Oakland, Calif, A
San Pablo Bay, A~
Sacramento River, A
Cosumnes River, A
Cloud. A
Cloud over Mt. St. Helena, 4344 ft, A
Mostly flat valley land, A
Pacific Ocean, A
Bodega Head, A~
Cu, possibly dense masses of ci, C
Dense masses of ci, B
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CLOUD INTERPRETATION FROM SATELLITE
ALTITUDES by John H. Conover. July 1962.
77 pp incl. illus. AFCRL-62-680

Unclassified report

Comparisons of TIROS I pictures and simultaneous
ground observations or aerial photos of clouds
have been made to prepare guides to cloud inter-
pretation from satellite pictures. These are based
on form, pattern, texture, structure, brightness,
and dimensions of the patterns and shapes of the
images. Factors affecting cloud brightness and the
problems of measuring brightness are briefly dis-
cussed. The guides provide clues for determining
the cloud amount, cloud genera, and mesoscale
cloud and ground patterns. Representative pictures
accompany the guides. The significance of some
of the mesoscale patterns is discussed and sugges-
tions are made for the use of routine
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